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To the National Representatives 2017-18

Congratulations to you on being elected as National Representative of your country.. Your
duties as enumerated in the Duties and Responsibilities of National Representative shall be
your guide. Your Most Important responsibility is to act as a link between IIW &
District/Districts of your Country for all communications round the year.
Your quarterly reports should highlight information about the project and charitable works
undertaken in your country, and any other useful information that requires notice of UN
through our Representatives.
2017-18 is a year of IIW Convention ---Melbourne. Encourage members to register in large
nos for it as it's not only a platform to know more of your organisation but an opportunity to
exchange ideas, participation in deliberations, making new friends & above all Melbourne is
a beautiful city.
Theme for year 2017-18 is -Leave a Lasting Legacy---Legacy is about being mindful of the opportunity & responsibility, you have to serve your
own advancement by serving others. You only can set the standards of performance that
you expect for yourself from others. You must be self-disciplined and knowledgeable to hold
yourself accountable to constantly deliver to those standards every day, every step of the
work. Legacy is the establishment of standards rules that can be passed onto future
generations.
Together as a team, you at your country’s highest level of communication & myself at the
helm of world’s highest level of leadership -should year round aim towards the actions which
would leave a lasting Legacy.
Congratulations & Best wishes

Dr Kapila Gupta
IIW President -2017-18
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